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Shock Compression of Shoal Granite 
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E~erirnents utilizing explosives with and wi ,hout Eyer plates have been used to dete~mine the 3hvd .. com 
pression properties of ,hoal grani te . High.spcctl framing camera records were used to determine the free 
surface angles which occur in wedgc~cut sam ples upon the emergence of the resulting shock waves . The 
shock equations are given for the oblique geometry. Previously observed yidd point data are used to obtain 
the Hugoniot of shoal granite in the range between 0 and 400 kbars. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of reports and publications have given 
high-pressure data for gr::tnite.l-I .\ ttempts ·to plot 
tb ~se da ta on a single curve sometimes sho\y c(JD.sider
able scatter.~ ·fi Such scatter is no dcubt due in part to 
experimental errors and sample to sample variation 
but may also be partially attributable to difIerences in 
the materials studied. :YIaterials with a fairly 'wide 
variation in the proportion of mineral abundancies fall 
under the general classifica tion of granite. 

In this paper the results of high-pressure shock com
pression ex-periments on shoal granite are given.s The 
mineral content of this material was reported in a 
previous paper7 where the results of experiments for 
shock pressures up to about 40 kbars .... vere given. In 
the earlier WUtk a shock tube method \vas usedj here 
high explosive,; were used to obtain pressures up to 
ahout 400 kb.rs. The obJect of this work is to furnish 

shock data for one particular type of gnmite throughout 
the complete range up to 400 kbars. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Two di .Ieren t configura tions \vere used to genera te 
a 'shock W:lve in a wedge-cut sample of grallite . In the 
first, as shown schematic:>. lIy in Fig. 1, an explosive 
train con!'isting of a detcnator, plane wave generator, 
aJ;ld pad of high explosive were used to impact a fiyer 
plate upon the sample. In the second, the explosive 
train was pbceu in direct contact with the sample. In 
both configurations, a shock wave was generated in the 
sample which cau~ed free surface motion of the back 
face of the sample . . \ framing record of the sli land 
fid ucial markings between the sample and knife edge 
were recorded on. a Beckman Whitley model 139 frarnio 6 
camera. 'l'he 5!it area was back lighted by an argon light 
bomb detonated priL1r to the free surbce motion. The 
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